Name ________________________
Summer Reading Challenge
Incoming 4th grade
Complete one square for each month (June, July & August)-- then color each square to
create a tic-toe-toe pattern (3 in a row.) The pattern can be vertical, horizontal or
diagonal. Turn in the completed tic-tac-toe handout to your new teacher (with the
activities) on the first day of school. This handout (and activities) will earn you a
special award and you will participate in a reward celebration!
Read a fiction or nonfiction
book. Design a character
“webpage.” (It can be on
paper or a real website, such
as Weebly.com). Include a
picture of the character, the
character’s likes and dislikes
and something he/she might
write about him or herself

Read a fiction or nonfiction
Go to the public library,
book. Create an
get your own library card,
advertisement (using the size
check out a book -- and
of regular paper) about your
read it! (And return the
book. Use color and try to
book when you’re
convince people to read the
finished!)
book through your ad!

Read a historical fiction
book. Draw a picture
illustrating your setting
(which is both time and
place.) For book ideas go
to: bookworm4kids.com
or Scholastic.com

With
 parents’ permission,
find 4 interesting pictures on
the following Instagram
accounts (@nasa,
@sandiegozoo, @natgeo,
@yellowstonenps) and write
captions for each picture (3-4
sentences for each caption)

Have a book picnic with your
family. Plan a day when
family members go to a park
or the beach and everyone
brings a book to read. Be sure
to bring a blanket and snacks!
Then everyone shares their
favorite part of the book.

Read a nonfiction book
about a nocturnal animal
(racoons, porcupines,
fireflies, owls, bats,
coyotes, etc.) at night
with a flashlight in bed.

Build a fort out of
blankets and furniture
somewhere in your
house/ apartment. Read
a mystery or another
fictional book inside your
fort.

Read a book (that you
haven’t read before) that
is part of a series. Write
why or why not you
would read another book
in the series (at least 3-5
sentences.)
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